Competency test for selecting majors to produce competitive vocational graduates in industry
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Abstract. President of Indonesia, Jokowi reoriented vocational school graduate toward demand driven graduates that is graduates who have certificate and skill required by industry. The initial stage of the new student on vocational school is choosing a major. At first step, students often confuse in choosing the majors they want. The mistake of choosing a department will be a setback to the motivation of learning and skill, later will impede students future career. Thus competence test is needed to helping them in choosing the majors according to their competence. The solution to this problem is to conduct online competency tests for new students. The Results of research with 60 responden, 78% corresponds stated that the majors they were in match with their interests. Then the remaining 22% did not match. But the result of the competency assessment of students in match with the majors of is 40% and 60% of students need counseling for selection majors.

1 Introduction

The public opinion in Indonesia about education is now shifting. Public in Indonesia is more interested in sending their children to Vocational High School (VHS) than Senior High School (SHS) after finishing study at junior high. Studies shown that parents want their children to be ready for work after finishing study if they can not afford for higher education [1]. Consequently government has set a policy to cover the shortage by increasing the ratio of VHS : SHS To 70:30. The idea behind the increasing ration in favor of VHS is that it is expected to produce skillfull and intellectual class among the work force [2]. Many other countries are now follow the policy of increasing the ration. Among them is Malaysia. It is clearly stated by [4] who emphasizes that fruitfull shifting toward Vocational High School is a major transformation in vocational education in Malaysia. President Jokowi stressed the importance of reoration of education and vocational training in the direction of demand driven by the certification in accordance with the demands of industry. He also mentioned that the Indonesian population is dominated by young people by 60%. With such a large percentage, Indonesia should be able to increase
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its workforce without having to import labor from abroad. One of the leading sectors of VHS is the computer majors that entered in 15 majors VHS promising the future in the field of multimedia [5].

In a National Conference of Vocational and Technological (Semnasvotek) organized by the Faculty of Engineering and Vocational, Undiksha Dr. I Ketut Suarnaya, M.Pd as a keynote speakers mentioned that the slogan VHS is Working, Continuing, and Self-employed abbreviated as WCE. The slogan indicates that the vocational school graduates has applicable competence. However, practically the effort to reduce unemployment by increasing the ration is not good. The same data was also recorded by the Central Bureau of Statistics which stated that viewed from the educational background, the largest proportion of unemployed are those graduates of VHS 9.84%. This figure is higher than the unemployed high school graduates 6.95%, junior 5.76%, and primary 3.44% [4] Vocational students need to be equipped with risk analysis preventing risk Many feel that they themselves are primarily responsible for performing their duties safely while in practice [6].

It is commonly found that students in choosing education program are baseless. They often choose education program randomly without consulting their potential such as the basic common abilities (intelligence), talents, interests and physical and socio-cultural conditions and their career interests. One of the efforts that can be done is to prepare the assessment tool to help students understand the potential and the condition of self including the general basic ability (intelligence), talents, interests and physical condition as well as social culture and career interests of students [7]. After the selection process, it should also be noted that the curriculum is based on a competency approach to train vocational students [8]. The success of those affected by many factors which allow cognitive variables, interest and personality should be evaluated together in predicting success [9].

[10] said that an inventory personal survey tests can be used to screen for potential new students. The test is aimed to place students according to their interests with the right areas of expertise which can increase their motivation. The success of a vocational education according to Erlin Leigh Parker (2008, in [10]) is influenced by many factors, one of them is the recruitment of the students. Good recruitment process and adequate facilities will automatically produce competent graduates. In the near future, the system will be online-based, making it easier for participants who are away from school and has limited time can take the test. it is supported by [8] who stated that technology can be used for steering student in choosing a career in accordance with personality and competence. With a good selection process, and adequate facilities will produce graduates who are competent and ready to compete in the world of work. After the selection process, it should also be noted that the curriculum is based on a competency approach to train vocational students [11]. Meanwhile, the limited number of counselor and imbalance in ratio between the counselor and students is the main constraint. It makes face-to-face counseling service less effective. In addition, there is a tendency of current trend that councillee feel uncomfortable if the counseling is conducted face to face [12]. Based on the above explanation, it is necessary to develop an assessment instrument that can be accessed online through the internet network to assist the selection that can give the students recommendations in choosing the majors, especially in the vocational school.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Vocational Education

Vocational education embraces an open system (multientryexit system) and multimakna (oriented to culture, empowerment, character formation, and personality, and life skill) [13]. Even overseas The Italian Government has been in the context of implementing its Digital Agenda overhauling the education system in the country where all
children have the right to attend education and training for at least 12 years, applicable for students aged 15 years or older who can be accepted for internship in the company because it is already Signed an agreement with MIUR (Department of Labor) [14]. Based on the vocational exposure above, in the vocational education system there is a difference with the education system in high school because students are directed to become a workforce ready to compete at the industry level. Industry is in dire need of manpower who has the skills to work in certain fields eg in tourism, computers, fisheries, maritime, shipping, agriculture, plantation, pharmacy, catering, fashion, automotive, hotel, accounting, office administration, banking, travel, And marketing. So that the role of vocational schools and colleges and colleges should cooperate with the government and industry to produce demand driven labor such as the expectations of Mr. President Jokowi. [15] wrote an article that says that there are three features in vocational education, among others: 1. More Practical: If you feel attending college classes are boring, do not like doing assignments and assessed by exam, you may consider vocational education. Vocational education actually trains practical skills, so of course more practice than theory. 2. Many institutional options: Unlike undergraduate degree education and so on, vocational education is offered by more institutions, whether universities, colleges, polytechnics, training centers or other institutions that specialize in vocational education programs. 3. Various programming options: Vocational education is suitable for those who are clear and confident about what they want to pursue as future careers. Lots of fields are available ranging from tourism and hospitality, retail management, software development, interior design, automotive engineering, hair styling to culinary.

2.2 Test Inventory Personal Survey

Before humans recognize measurement tools that are now known as personality inventory, attempts to get personality traits have existed in such a way as to see the hand line, face, date/day of birth, and other endeavors [1]. Personality measurement is important in the knowledge of careers since 75 years ago (1918s), although much centered on abnormal personality, this has also been done in normal personality, especially to help individuals make selection in the choice of job As well as positions [1, 16]. Characterizes people with similarities in six personality types: realistic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising, and conventional (RIASEC) [17]. A person's suitability and environment can lead a person to predict and understand knowledge about personality types and environmental models. This will be highly beneficial for job options, vocational stability and achievement, choice of education and achievement, individual competence, social behavior, and to affect one's sensitivity. Self Direct Search Inventory (SDS) inspired from Holland's personality and career theory (1975). SDS is a type of developed by Holland through the adaptation and refinement of Vocational Preference Inventory (VPI) made in 1958, has been revised three times and the inventory ast of 2001, has been used and adapted over 20 nations in the world with versions over 15 Language, and has been proven through various studies in measuring personality types and providing career predictions suitable for students and students as well as for those already in the workforce [1, 16]. The developed Personal Inventory Personal Survey (TIPES) has four indicators: (1) interest and involvement in an activity, (2) self-perception of ability to perform a field/skill, (3) interest and interest in a particular occupation or occupation, (4) self-assessment to be able to work on certain areas of expertise.

2.3 Web Based

Terminologically website is a collection of web pages, usually summarized in a domain or subdomain, located within the World Wide Web (WWW) on the Internet. A web page is a document written in HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) format, which is
almost always accessible via HTTP, a protocol that conveys information from a website server to be displayed to users via a web browser. All publications from these websites can form a huge information network. The pages of the website will be accessible through a URL called Homepage. This URL sets the pages of a site to be a hierarchy, though, the hyperlinks on the page govern the readers and tell them the overall susceptibility and how this information flows through.

3 Method

In the early stages of the study, the subject were students of state VHS and Private VHS in Buleleng. Research in phase I (year 2017) focused on identification of personality type model that corresponds to vocational areas (majors) in VHS based on personal inventory survey test and its correlation with student achievement involving sample of student of VHS in Buleleng Regency determined by cluster technique sample area. The validity test involves: (1) counselors expert; (2) educational/ICT media specialists, and (3) Counseling teacher practitioners (school counselors) as assessors of the design of online test systems. Small-scale test of the implementation of a online test system will be done with the subject of Vocational High School students in SMKN 3 Singaraja for engineering majors (Engineering), SMKN 1 Sukasada for industrial majors (Industry), State SMKN 1 Seririt for tourism majors (Tourism).
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**Fig. 1.** Mapping majors at vocational schools

\[ C = \{ 3(c1) + 2(c2) + 1(c3) \} \]

(1)

Information about equation 1:

- \( C \) = Congregressive Scores or Conformity Scores
- \( C1 \) = first digit match score
- \( C2 \) = second digit match score
- \( C3 \) = third digit match score

The process of collecting data is done by giving questionnaires to students which contains four parts. Section A from the numbers 1 (one) to 66 (sixty six) were statements related to daily activities. With a response time of 15 minutes. Section B contains items of statements from number 67 (sixty seven) to 132 (one hundred and thirty two) were statements related to areas of expertise or competence. With a response time of 15 minutes. Section C contains
almost always accessible via HTTP, a protocol that conveys information from a website server to be displayed to users via a web browser. All publications from these websites can form a huge information network. The pages of the website will be accessible through a URL called Homepage. This URL sets the pages of a site to be a hierarchy, though, the hyperlinks on the page govern the readers and tell them the overall susceptibility and how this information flows through.

3 Method

In the early stages of the study, the subject were students of state VHS and Private VHS in Buleleng. Research in phase I (year 2017) focused on identification of personality type model that corresponds to vocational areas (majors) in VHS based on personal inventory survey test and its correlation with student achievement involving sample of student of VHS in Buleleng Regency determined by cluster technique sample area. The validity test involves: (1) counselors, experts; (2) educational/ICT media specialists, and (3) Counseling teacher practitioners (school counselors) as assessors of the design of online test systems. Small-scale test of the implementation of an online test system will be done with the subject of Vocational High School students in SMKN 3 Singaraja for engineering majors (Engineering), SMKN 1 Sukasada for industrial majors (Industry), State SMKN 1 Seririt for tourism majors (Tourism).

| Table 1. Relation of Majors & Interest Base on School Type |
|-----------------|-------------|-------------|--------|
| School Type     | Relation of Majors & Interest | total |        |
|                 | Correct     | Incorrect   | Responden |
| Engineering     | 27          | 3           | 30      |
| Industry        | 10          | 10          | 20      |
| Hotel dan Tourism | 10        | 0           | 10      |
| Totally :       | 47          | 13          | 60      |
| Percentage :    | 78%         | 22%         | 100%    |

4 Result and Discussion

After the test is done then the results will be displayed directly, whether the user's competence in accordance with the profile of the majors are planned to be selected. Based on the results of research from three schools with different skills obtained from 60 responden the result is that 78% corresponds stated that the majors they were in match with student interests. Then, the remaining 22% did not match. There was a difference to the degree of mismatch between the departments and the students' interest, 50% in industrial schools and only 10% occurred in technical schools in Table 1. The result of competency indicated that, 60% of students need counseling and more specifically for primary, secondary, tertiary test results can be seen as Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Description of Result Based on School Type

5 Conclusion

The conclusion of this research is to give the right recommendations to the students in choosing the department. The degree of conformity of majors with student interest is good. But the result of the competency assessment of students in accordance with the department
is 40%. With the system developed, students are more confident in choosing the majors in accordance with their interests and desired skills. The right placement will improve students' learning motivation in the classroom. Thus after students finished their education at VHS, they will have a successful career in the industry that is Demand driven graduates and also produce graduates who are equipped with entrepreneurial spirit to create new jobs opportunity to reduce unemployment in Indonesia.
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